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Carlos Rolon, the Chicago artist know n
as Dzine, took his ornamented
manicures to a suite in the Standard
Hotel for Art Basel Miami Beach.

A Hands-On Art Exhibition

Chris Mosier

Carlos Rolon's ornamented manicures.

By RUTH LA FERLA

Published: December 9, 2011

MIAMI BEACH

THE sight of a fastidious Tilda Swinton showing off a

baroque finger corsage and coordinating nails in a setting

straight out of “That ’70s Show” was jarring — indeed, one

of the crazier visions unveiled at Art Basel Miami Beach

last week. Ms. Swinton’s shrilly ornamented manicure

came by way of Carlos Rolon, the Chicago artist known as

Dzine (read as “Design”), who was offering his custom nail

treatments in a funkily appointed suite at the Standard

Hotel.

Dzine’s interactive installation, a traveling version of the

“Imperial Nail Salon” exhibition, sponsored by Perrier, that

was staged last summer at the New Museum in New York,

drew a breezy mash-up of Hollywood royalty and echt

nobility.

The likes of Elisabeth von Thurn und Taxis and Francesca

von Habsburg were seen drifting across the sepia-tone shag

rug, past the battered TV, the family portraits and the

statue of Ponce de Leon, all artifacts snatched intact from the artist’s childhood home.

Occupying pride of place on one wall was a cosmetology diploma awarded in the 1960s to

Dzine’s mother, a Puerto Rican-born beauty-school graduate who sheared friends’ hair

and shaped their nails in her living room on the southwest side of Chicago.

During the ’70s, that improvised setting became the incubator for Dzine’s outré vision and

the real-life model for the Imperial salon. In those days, his mother would fetch him from

kindergarten. “We would have lunch of cottage cheese and tomatoes,” he recalled, “watch

‘General Hospital,’ and then her friends would come over, all these beautiful women,

sitting around gossiping. I loved having them and the sense of community that created.”
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A version of this article appeared in print on December 11, 2011, on page ST13 of the New  York edition w ith the headline: A

Hands-On Art Exhibition.

The reek of permanent-wave solution did nothing to dispel the allure, he said. Years later,

“I said to myself, ‘I would love to recreate this energy again.’ ”

Spread on a coffee table at the Standard is a bling-y constellation of nail adornments

(elaborately filigreed finger hoods, crystal-studded dollar signs, enameled daisies and

forget-me-nots), miniatures of the large-scale pieces that are the artist’s stock in trade. He

described those tiny ornaments as painterly or sculptural objects that could be 4 inches

high or 40 feet high: “Ideally, I could put it on my hand, or it could sit on a table or lean

against a wall, and it would have the same impact.”

Nail art, an extension of the Kustom subculture that is central to Dzine’s work, is

celebrated in “Nailed” (Standard Press and Damiani Editore), a coffee-table volume

conceived by the artist with Claire Darrow, the Standard’s creative director. Magazine

editors have been just as infatuated with Dzine’s nail designs, imploring him to recreate

them for their fashion pages.

His aims and projects are grander, though. At his studio in Chicago, he creates colorful

jewel-encrusted canvases and pimped-out low riders inspired by the city whose streets he

first cruised during childhood bus rides to the Loop with his mother.

His installations and heavily ornamented artworks have been exhibited at Deitch Projects

in New York and the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago, among others, and were

featured at the Venice Biennale in 2007.

Some were created, he said, to spark discussions of identity, culture and community. He

aims to tell a story shaped by his experiences. And he hopes to democratize the way that

art is experienced — “to make something,” he said, “that will be accessible to people who

don’t feel comfortable walking into a gallery or museum.”

Beauty, he insists, is where you find it.
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